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‘Op-Sai’ is Animal Balance’s campaign to humanely reduce the cat and dog population of Saipan. In 2014 

the Humane Society International (HSI) signed an agreement with Animal Balance to conduct a high 

volume sterilization clinic in conjunction with the Saipan Mayor’s Office who manage dog control on the 

island.  HSI had conducted a dog censes the year before so we knew the population levels in the 

different towns and villages. Based on this information, we created a targeted high-volume community 

based sterilization program.  

Saipan is part of the Mariana’s Islands, which are a few hours 

south-east from Japan, or a 30 minutes north of Guam by 

plane.  Like Guam, Saipan is a U.S. territory and has a very 

turbulent history. The street dogs are called Bonnie’s, they are 

descendants of the dogs that the American’s brought in, which 

were German Shepherds, during WWII. 

Animal Balance, HSI and the Saipan Mayor’s office funded the 

project and the AB volunteers paid for their own flights and 

took vacation time off their day jobs to participate, as did many 

local people who decided to help. We are indebted to each 

person and organization for coming together to make this 

pivotal campaign happen and be such a tremendous success.  



 

The FIRST M*A*S*H on Saipan 

‘OP-Sa’i was the first high-volume spay and neuter campaign on Saipan, ever! We arrived at the little 

Saipan shelter, which is a warehouse one side and a dog holding area the other. There are 40 traditional 

animal control dog cages to house the dogs and the ‘Mayor’s Dog Program’ team of 4 feed and clean 

their kennels. Up to this point all the dogs who had come into the shelter were killed.  It was a very sad 

situation.  

We unpacked and set up our clinic in the warehouse section, next to the dogs, it was very loud, as you 

can imagine. The dogs were wondering why these strange folks were here and what all the activity was 

about. Once we unpacked and had built our clinic, we held orientation with the local volunteers, our 

partners and the Mayor’s Dog Program Team. Weirdly, the dogs all stopped barking and listened in! 

Mayor Apatang came to our orientation and kindly thanked us for flying in from so far to help humanely 

reduce the dog population and help make his community healthier. Throughout the campaign Mayor 

Apatang visited out clinic every single day to thank us and chat to the general public about their dogs. To 

have his and his office’s support was tremendous. It was clear, every person including the Mayor, 

wanted the situation to change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Local Advertising by The Mayor’s Office 

Word had gone out on the local television station, radio 

and newspaper. There were fliers placed in the key 

locations. Everyone was hearing about the ‘dog clinic’.  

For the daily updates you can click here: 

http://animalbalance.net/?p=3962 

We posted as soon as we could find an internet 

connection! 

 

 

 

 

Results in a Nutshell 

We sterilized 377 dogs in two locations, Lower Base at the dog shelter and Kagman, a village in the high 

area.  According to the Saipan dog census of 2014 conducted by HSI; 

“We were able to produce an estimate of 12,300 free-roaming street dogs of all types. We further broke 

this number down into an estimate of free-roaming street dogs that are owned (11,000) and street dogs 

that are not owned, (1,300).” John Boone PhD, December 2014 

 

 

We held training sessions with the Animal Control Officers of the Mayor’s Office regarding the humane 

handling of dogs and basic technician skills, we also taught the local volunteers how to carry out the 

registration and release duties. Our goal is to teach as much as we can on the campaigns so that when 

we return, we will not need to fly in so many people as the local folks can take care of so many tasks, 

then eventually the program starts to become sustainable, which is the ultimate goal for all of our 

programs.  
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